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Introduction

Widely supported claim in semantics and philosphy:

Meaning arises from the combination of both sense and reference
(Kenny, 1995; Devitt & Sterelny, 1999; Frege, 1948)

We derive meaning from a linguistic expression by both disambiguating its sense 
and grounding its referent in the real world. 



Introduction (2)

Within and across texts, we use a variety of conceptual representations for referencing the same 
entity through different lexemes.

Likewise, the same lexeme in the same sense can be used to refer to different entities.

1) A member of a Dutch wine tour […] tested positive for Covid-19 at the weekend. (DOC1)

2) He’s probably the Patient Zero of the Winelands. (DOC1)

3) The virus could be spread to humans. (DOC2)
4) A Group of Ministers (GOM) on COVID-19 is expected to convene on Monday. (DOC3)



Introduction (3)

Examples of subfields in NLP investing in reference part:
• (event) co-reference resolution (Filatova & Hatzivassiloglou, 2004; Choubey et al., 

2018)
• Entity-linking (Hachey et al., 2013; Getman et al., 2018

Examples of subfields in NLP investing in the conceptual part:
• Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013)
• FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010; Baker et al., 2003)

Yet, datasets that combine sense and reference are scarce.



Introduction (4)

Dutch FrameNet (DFN) annotation tool:

• Supports referential grounding of entity and event mentions across texts of the same event 
instances

• Provides the evoked frames and their frame elements. 

• Variation of linguistic framing of real-world event instances within and across documents. 
• Language independent.

This paper evaluates the first output of the tool:
• Inter-annotator-agreement (IAA)

• DFN lexicon



Referentially grounded corpora

• Most corpora contain a relatively small number of reference texts with low event 
co-reference. (Vossen et al. 2018)
• Text-to-data: labour intensive, time consuming, insufficient, no links to structured 

data

• Multilingual Wiki Extraction Platform (MWEP) (Vossen et al.,2020):
• Data-to-text
• Takes an identifier of an event type and queries Wikidata for event instances and 

corresponding reference texts
• Returns both structured Wikidata and reference texts



FrameNet
• Lexicographic project 

• predicates -> semantic frames, e.g., schematic representations of meaning.
• Each frame contains a set of lexical units (LUs)
• Each LU is said to evoke that frame

• e.g., Commerce_sell is evoked by sell.v, auction.n, retail.v
• Each frame contains Frame Elements, i.e., specified semantic roles

“Abby bought a car from Robin for $5,000”

bought evokes the Commerce_buy frame

Commerce_buy consists of Frame Elements:
Abby = Buyer
a car = Goods
from Robin = Seller
for $5,000 = Money



FrameNet (2)

Subsequent FrameNet initiatives:
• Salto (burchardt et al., 2006)
• Webanno (Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016)
• Global FrameNet (Torrent et al., 2018)

• Contributions from, e.g., Germany (Burchardt et al., 2009), Japan (Ohara et al., 2004) and 
France (Djemaa et al., 2016)

First attempt to initiate a DFN lexicon (Vossen et al., 2018):
• SoNaR corpus (Oostdijk et al., 2008)
• Dutch frame annotations on 116 documents 
• with the aid of PropBank (De Clercq et al., 2012) relations
• Text-to-data fashion
• IAA: 47% for frames, 79% for frame elements



DFN annotation tool

• Enables researchers to analyze how in-text mentions and their evoked frames vary with respect to 
the entities in the world they reference, or how similar words reference different entities

• Loads a linguistically processed event corpus + structured data 
• Displays one text at a time paired with the incident’s structured data

• Two annotation types:
• Instance-linking of in-text mentions to structured data
• FrameNet annotation

• Annotation departures from structured data:
• Discourse annotation: frame elements across sentences
• Context: enhances frame identification

• Language independent with the use of markable correction:
• Idioms, phrasal verbs, compounds











Recourses
Corpus data and corresponding structured data obtained by the use of MWEP: reference texts for 
incidents grouped under 13 event types. 



Annotation process

• Month 1-3
• Four annotators
• Two event types: mass shooting, aircraft shootdown

• Month 4
• Six event types: mass shooting, aircraft shootdown, disease outbreak, riot, 

natural disaster, music festival

• Month 5-6
• Six annotators



Annotation process (2)

Per reference text:

• Instance-linking to structured data

• Frame annotation (frames and frame elements)
• Markable correction

• Absent frame elements from text are annotated as unexpressed

• Remaining subevents with no instance-link (following criteria from O’Gorman et al., 2016; Caselli 
& Vossen, 2017)

For the Dutch texts, the tool’s dynamic lexical lookup initiated a DFN lexicon in which every novel 
entry is saved and continuously proposed with every tag of the same markable.



Results and discussion

Descriptive stats:

• 326 annotated texts
• 276 Dutch
• 50 English

• 27.533 mentions:
• 9.220 tokens
• 2.729 different lexical units
• 574 different frames (avg. 16.06 annotations per frame)
• 7.457 (27%) instance-links

• 1.840 (19.9%) markable corrections (avg. 5.6 per text):
• 699 multi-words
• 1141 compounds



IAA

• 15 Dutch reference texts 
annotated by multiple annotators

• Instance-links and frames almost perfect
• Structured data guides the annotators

• Frames with no instance-links
almost perfect
• Knowledge of event type still provides sufficient

context for frame identification

• Frame elements moderate

• Strong differences from Vossen et al. (2018)



Disagreement on frames

• Similarity score: 0.6 
(Sikos & Padó, 2018)

• When no absolute agreement, the frames 
still show strong conceptual feature overlap



Discourse annotation

• Low IAA on frame elements 
due to discourse annotation 

• 99.8% of all annotated frames contains at least
one sentence-external frame element 

• IAA sentence versus discourse
• Highest agreement when sentence-internal

• Peak at 30-40 sentences: participants are 
introduced at the onset and
implicated later on



DFN lexicon

• Continuous steep increase of lexical entries despite working longer within the same event types

• Small bump when new event types are introduced

• Long tail of variation



Conclusions 

• Frame annotation in data-to-text fashion is by far more consistent 
compared to traditional text-to-data methods

• Frame element annotation suffers due to the ambiguity of candidates
in discourse

• The annotation output (DFN lexicon) shows a head of domain-specific 
frames, but also a long tail of variation


